Rule, Raid, Invade (Ancient Rome):
Home Learning Tasks for the Autumn Term
Select one homework task each week and hand it in or share it on Monday.
(You must choose at least two writing tasks over the course of the term.)
DRAW

VISIT

WRITE

MAKE

Draw a map of Europe…

Create a mosaic

…and highlight all of the countries that
were part of the Roman Empire. You
could really challenge yourself by
researching their Latin names!

Romans are well known for their mosaic art. You
could cut up squares of paper, or do it the Roman
way by using little tiles made out of flat stones. You
might need an adult to help you with that one!

Visit London’s Roman Amphitheatre…
…where animals, gladiators and prisoners
all fought to death in front of thousands
of people. London’s own colosseum…

Research…
…ancient Roman emperors. We will be
learning about one or two, but there are
lots more!

Keep a food diary
Write a poem based on the Romans
The Romans left behind a legacy,
After igniting a war.
There’s lots I could write about,
But you’d do a better job, I’m sure…

Record what you have eaten over the course of
a week and reflect on how healthy you have
been. You could present your diet in a chart,
and compare it to the foods Romans ate.
Research and make yourself a Roman outfit

Create your own number sentences
using Roman numerals
Can you challenge yourself to use all 4
operations?

With a laurel wreath, you could transform
yourself into a mighty emperor! Or fashion
yourself some new sandals. How about making a
centurion’s helmet? You’ll need plenty of red
feathers.

INTERNET
Design a new uniform for a centurion or a
gladiator
What materials would you use? Would they have
access to these materials 2,000 years ago?

Visit your local library
Thousands of books have been written
about the wonders of Ancient Rome. Why
not take a trip and learn some new facts?
5 dojo points for anyone who can teach me
something new!
Create a non-chronological report about
the Romans
Include your favourite facts, draw pictures to
bring the information to life and show off all of
your knowledge.

Research, design and build a Roman
aqueduct
How will you secure your structure
together? Which materials will make the
strongest bridge?

